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The decision by United States officials in the closing months of the Second World War to 

drop atomic bombs on the Japanese cities of Hiroshima and Nagasaki have had tremendous and 

far-reaching effects throughout the Cold War. Uncovering and acknowledging the incentives 

behind the decisions to drop these bombs has led to an ongoing debate amongst historians and is 

essential to understanding why they were used in the first place. Politicians throughout the years 

have cited the desire to avoid excessive casualties of U.S. soldiers that would have occurred if a 

full-scale invasion of Japan had taken place as the predominant reason for the usage of the atom 

bombs. While this may certainly be true, there is more to the story than just the desire to save 

American lives.  

The relations between the United States and the Soviet Union in the months leading up to 

the Japanese surrender undoubtedly played a major role in the decision. According to Campbell 

Craig and Sergey Radchenko in The Atomic Bomb and the Origins of the Cold War (2008), "to 

put it a bit crudely, we can regard Hiroshima as the final American strike of the Second World 

War, and Nagasaki as its first strike in the Cold War."1 This study includes a variety of different 

sources ranging from May 31, 1945 through July 25 1945. It includes primary source documents 

such as diary entries, memorandums, and the minutes from committee meetings from those 

officials responsible for the Manhattan Project and the war effort. Additionally, this study 

utilizes the findings of a secondary source by historians Campbell Craig and Sergey Radchenko.  

In the first primary source, the Interim Committee responsible for the "S-1" or Manhattan 

Project held a meeting on May 31, 1945 where they discussed a number of different issues 

relating to the project and its effect on the future. The document was written by R. Gordon 

                                                           
1 Campbell Craig and Sergey Radchenko, The Atomic Bomb and the Origins of the Cold War (Yale University 

Press, 2008), 89 
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Arneson, 2nd Lieutenant A.U.S (Army of the United States). Notable members of government 

attending this committee include Henry L. Stimson, Secretary of War and chairman of the 

Interim Committee, James F. Byrnes, Director of War Mobilization, Chief of Staff for the U.S. 

Army General George C. Marshall. Also in attendance were notable scientists Drs. Arthur H. 

Compton, J. Robert Oppenheimer, Vannevar Bush, and James B. Conant, all members of the 

Manhattan project.2 

The nature of post-war world was an important topic of debate in this time period. In this 

document, the focus was how the balance of power would change after the war ended. Dr. 

Oppenheimer suggested sharing their research with Soviet scientists in order to build trust 

between the U.S. and the Soviet Union. He “pointed out that Russia had always been friendly to 

science” and “felt strongly that we should not prejudge the Russian attitude in this matter.”3 Dr. 

Bush pointed out sharing research with the Soviets would threaten the U.S. ability to stay ahead 

in atomic weapon technology.4 The push to stay ahead would be a driving force behind keeping 

research away from the Soviet Union. 

 This point of view was reiterated later by Dr. Compton and James Byrnes. Byrnes 

specifically, was worried Soviet Premier Joseph Stalin would ask to join the U.S. in a nuclear 

research partnership.5 This proved to be a big talking point throughout the meeting. General 

Marshall suggested a "force of coalition" approach by sharing research with a number of friendly 

nations and thereby forcing the Soviets to cooperate in international affairs. Ultimately, it was 

agreed upon by the members of the committee, and stressed by Byrnes and Compton, that the 

                                                           
2 R. Gordon Arneson, "Notes on the Interim Committee Meeting," May 31, 1945, 

https://nsarchive2.gwu.edu/NSAEBB/NSAEBB162/13.pdf (accessed February 20, 2018) 
3 Arneson, “Notes Interim Committee” 
4 Arneson, “Notes Interim Committee” 
5 Arneson, “Notes Interim Committee” 

https://nsarchive2.gwu.edu/NSAEBB/NSAEBB162/13.pdf
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United States continue research and production of the atomic bombs while also working to 

improve relations with the Soviet Union.6 Over two months before the end of the war, top 

government officials were already clearly suspicious of the Soviet Union, an ally. The desire of 

these U.S. officials to seek better relations between the two powers shows a willingness to 

cooperate. However, the decision to keep information on the Manhattan Project away from the 

Soviets foreshadowed the distrust and decline that would be typical of the early Cold War. 

The second primary source is a memorandum written on June 4, 1945 by General George 

A. Lincoln, chief of strategy and policy group at the U.S. Army's operations department.7 It was 

an examination of another document written by former President Herbert Hoover, advising on 

the situation in the pacific theater.8 The document was written for General John E. Hull, also of 

the U.S. Army. This document stresses the threat of Soviet expansion into Manchuria and other 

parts of China and the importance of Japan to the stability of Asia.9 

The United States had become worried about possible Soviet ambitions to expand into 

China. They also believed China had little chance of countering the Soviets if they did invade. 

The importance of Japan in Asia was as a check to Soviet power in the area.10 The two sides 

already had a history of conflict and Japan had proven it could hold its own against them. If the 

post-war world was to have an effective check on the Soviet Union, Japan would be essential to 

that goal.  

                                                           
6 Arneson, “Notes Interim Committee” 
7 George A. Lincoln, "Memorandum for General Hull," June 4, 1945, 

https://nsarchive2.gwu.edu/NSAEBB/NSAEBB162/12.pdf (accessed February 20, 2018) 
8 William Burr, “The Atomic Bomb and the End of World War II,” August 5, 2005, 

https://nsarchive2.gwu.edu/NSAEBB/NSAEBB162/ (accessed February 20, 2018)  
9 Lincoln, “Memorandum for Hull” 
10 Lincoln, “Memorandum for Hull” 

https://nsarchive2.gwu.edu/NSAEBB/NSAEBB162/12.pdf
https://nsarchive2.gwu.edu/NSAEBB/NSAEBB162/
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Additionally, the Soviet Union was expected to join the war effort against Japan in order 

to force a surrender. Hoover was a republican and staunch anti-communist.11 As such, he was 

naturally against close relations with the Soviet Union. He suggested that a defeated Japan would 

require a military government after it had finally been defeated. He also noted that China, 

France, and the Soviet Union would expect to be a part of this government. Essentially, this 

would split Japan the same way Germany had been split after its own surrender.12 

 General Lincoln expressed in his comments that the problems associated with a split rule 

would be undesirable. Fears of a Soviet-run territory in Japan would make the nation vulnerable 

to the spread of Communism as well.13 With all of this in mind, it is clear why the United States 

would, first, try to end the war before the Soviet Union could declare war on Japan, and second, 

do whatever possible to discourage Soviet ambitions on Asia. The atomic bomb, still in the 

process of being built, could have the dual effect of completing both of theses desires. 

The third document, dated June 12, 1945, is a memorandum written by a committee of 

scientists working on the atomic bomb. This committee was led by James Franck, a Nobel 

winning physicist, and included key members such as physicists Leo Szilard and Eugene 

Rabinowitch.14 Dr. Arthur H. Compton, Director of the Metallurgical Laboratory of the 

University of Chicago, part of the Manhattan Project, wrote a cover letter for the document and 

sent it to Secretary of War, Henry L. Stimson. The main focus of this document is the long-term 

political consequences that would come with the widespread discovery of atomic weapons by the 

rest of the world and it strongly recommended against military usage. It did, however, suggest a 

                                                           
11 George H. Nash, Charity Nebbe, “Herbert Hoover’s Road Not Taken,” April 6, 2012, 

https://www.hoover.org/research/herbert-hoovers-road-not-taken (accessed March 1, 2018) 
12 Lincoln, “Memorandum for Hull” 
13 Lincoln, “Memorandum for Hull” 
14 Burr, “The Atomic Bomb” 

https://www.hoover.org/research/herbert-hoovers-road-not-taken
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demonstration be done on an uninhabited island in order intimidate the Japanese instead 

destroying their cities.15  

Compton made two important notes in his cover letter, however. The first says without a 

military demonstration, the war would most likely last longer. The second says without military 

use, it would be more difficult to convince the world of the need for sacrifices to ensure a lasting 

security in the post-war period.16 This document is important because of the startling claims of 

atomic competition predicted for the near future and Compton’s insistence that a military 

demonstration would be necessary to achieve the larger goals of the United States after the war. 

An important claim suggested by Franck’s committee was the fact that the United States 

was very vulnerable in the case of the usage of atomic weapons against it. The reason given for 

this was the concentration of both population and industry in metropolitan centers across the 

country. The memo also suggests that countries such as the Soviet Union and China would fare 

much better because their sources of industry and population were spread out across a greater 

area, limiting the effectiveness of an atomic strike.17 This realization must have been terrifying to 

those who saw the Soviets as a threat.  

Another important claim in this document focuses on the political effects of atomic 

bombs on the world. Some of the talking points, however, are important because of the effect 

they might have had on Stimson and other U.S. officials. The committee notes "the way in which 

the nuclear weapons, now secretly developed in this country, will first be revealed to the world 

                                                           
15 Arthur H. Compton, "Response to Memorandum on 'Political and Social Problems' from Members of the 

'Metallurgical Laboratory' of the University of Chicago," June 12, 1945, 

https://nsarchive2.gwu.edu/NSAEBB/NSAEBB162/16.pdf (accessed March 27, 2018) 
16 Compton, “Response of the University of Chicago” 
17 Compton, “Response of the University of Chicago”  

https://nsarchive2.gwu.edu/NSAEBB/NSAEBB162/16.pdf
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appears of great, perhaps fateful importance."18 The memo also notes how greatly a nuclear war 

would favor the aggressor.19 These points suggest an imminent threat while also suggesting if the 

United States revealed the atomic bomb in a particular way, it could be used to their advantage. 

Mixed with the fact that the Soviet Union was projected by Franck’s committee to have a nuclear 

bomb in just a few years, it must have severely worried U.S. officials.20 

The next primary source is the diary entries of Henry Stimson, Secretary of War, during 

the Potsdam conference between July 16 through 25, 1945. The first entry coincided with the 

successful Trinity test and is hugely important as it solidifies the idea that Truman saw the 

atomic bomb as an effective military tool. On July 23, 1945, the document also highlighted 

concerns about Soviet ambitions on expanding their influence and territory in Asia. Stimson 

noted in his July 19 entry, in a conversation with British Prime Minister Winston Churchill and 

Stimson’s assistants, John McCloy and McGeorge Bundy, the ideological differences between 

the Soviet Union and the United States and how, ultimately, they should not be working 

together.21 This signal of concern over the ambitions of the Soviet Union highlights a growing 

fear on the part of top U.S. officials over the threat of Communism spreading into Asia. 

In addition, Stimson stated clearly in his July 22 entry that President Harry Truman's 

confidence in negotiating with Stalin by saying, "when he got to the meeting after having this 

report he was a changed man. He told the Russians just where they got on and off and generally 

bossed the whole meeting."22 Stimson continued, saying that Truman "was rather inclined to use 

                                                           
18 Compton, “Response of the University of Chicago” 
19 Compton, “Response of the University of Chicago” 
20 Compton, “Response of the University of Chicago” 
21 Henry L. Stimson, “Diary Entries for July 16 through 25, 1945,” July 16-25, 1945, 

https://nsarchive2.gwu.edu/NSAEBB/NSAEBB162/12.pdf (accessed February 20, 2018) 
22 Stimson, “Diary Entries”  

https://nsarchive2.gwu.edu/NSAEBB/NSAEBB162/12.pdf
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it [atomic bomb] as an argument in our favor in the negotiations." 23 Clearly Truman had no 

qualms about using the bomb as a political bargaining tool.  

Stimson later noted in his diary, on July 23, a comment by Chief of Staff of the U.S 

Army, George C. Marshall in a meeting including Bundy, McCloy, and General of the Air Force 

Henry H. Arnold. Marshall’s comment noted the recent buildup on the border of Manchuria by 

Soviet troops and that there was nothing really stopping them from invading even after the 

Japanese had eventually surrendered.24 With the increase in fears of both a continuation of an 

already exhausting and destructive war and the spread of Communism, a deterrent such as the 

atomic bomb would have been a god-send.  

The fifth document of this study is dated August 8, 1945. It is the summary of a meeting, 

written by George F. Kennan, Minister Counselor. It was held between U.S. ambassador to the 

Soviet Union W. Averell Harriman, Soviet Premier Joseph Stalin, People’s Commissar for 

Foreign Affairs Vyacheslav Molotov, and Soviet interpreter Vladimir Pavlov. The focus of the 

document were on the “Far Eastern War” against Japan by the Soviet Union and the atomic 

bomb in general terms. The significance of this manuscript lies in the fact that Stalin makes a 

number of important statements.25 

The first revelation by Stalin is a detailed account of Soviet troop movements in the Far 

East, the Soviet Union fulfilled its promises at the Yalta and Potsdam conferences to declare war 

on Japan and it had already began bombing and moving troops into Manchuria, a Japanese 

controlled territory of China.26 Previous fears of Soviet influence spilling into China were now 

                                                           
23 Stimson, “Diary Entries” 
24 Stimson, “Diary Entries” 
25 George F. Kennan, “Far Eastern War and General Situation,” August 8, 1945, 

https://nsarchive2.gwu.edu/NSAEBB/NSAEBB162/57.pdf (accessed April 30, 2018) 
26 Kennan, “Far Eastern War” 

https://nsarchive2.gwu.edu/NSAEBB/NSAEBB162/57.pdf
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becoming fact, even though it was the United States who had asked the Soviets to invade in the 

first place. Nevertheless, the troops were then moving into the territory and U.S. officials must 

have been concerned. The second revelation by Stalin was the admittance of a Soviet atomic 

program.27 This must have shaken policymakers in the U.S. as their monopoly on atomic power 

could have possibly been in jeopardy within the near future.  

The final source is dated August 9, 1945, and is a letter written by U.S. President Harry 

S. Truman to the U.S. Senator from Georgia Richard B. Russell. More specifically, this letter is a 

reply to a previous letter from Russell to Truman. In his reply, Truman admits regretting causing 

so much death and destruction in Japan, specifically the women and children killed by the first 

atomic bomb dropped on Hiroshima.28 This letter tells us that Truman felt badly about the death 

of so many innocents in one place. Significantly, Truman himself says he would not drop another 

bomb “unless it is absolutely necessary.”29 Granted, this letter is dated on the same day of the 

Nagasaki bombing, however, it is highly unlikely Russell would have known that, nor would 

Truman have revealed such important information on the war. To Truman, using the second 

atomic bomb on Nagasaki was absolutely necessary.  

In conclusion, the impact of the atomic bombings of Japan was tremendous for a number 

of reasons. In regards to this study, it was the dawn of "Atomic Diplomacy." Any negotiations by 

a nuclear power with a non-nuclear power would be decidedly one-sided. The nuclear power in 

that situation will most likely get what they want. This only served to hurt relations with the 

Soviet Union in the post-war era. The fact that U.S. officials felt threatened by the Soviets 

                                                           
27 Kennan, “Far Eastern War” 
28 Harry S. Truman, “Letter to Richard B. Russell,” August 9, 1945, 
https://www.trumanlibrary.org/whistlestop/study_collections/bomb/large/documents/index.php?documentdate
=1945-08-09&documentid=9&pagenumber=1 (accessed April 30, 1945) 
29 Truman, “Letter to Russell” 

https://www.trumanlibrary.org/whistlestop/study_collections/bomb/large/documents/index.php?documentdate=1945-08-09&documentid=9&pagenumber=1
https://www.trumanlibrary.org/whistlestop/study_collections/bomb/large/documents/index.php?documentdate=1945-08-09&documentid=9&pagenumber=1
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projected attainment of a nuclear weapon and the possibility of post-war expansion by the 

Soviets both ideologically and militarily means they were actively looking for a solution to that 

problem. The statement made by the second bomb dropped on Nagasaki could very well have 

been that solution in their eyes. 

According to Campbell Craig and Sergey Radnchenko in The Atomic Bomb and the 

Origins of the Cold War (2008), “What is not so easily explained by this motivation, however, is 

the timing of the second attack. The second bomb was dropped seventy-two hours after the first, 

which was without question insufficient time for the Japanese government to organize and 

deliver surrender terms to the United States.”30 The distrust and fear of the Soviet Union and the 

threat Communism spreading in the post-war world felt by U.S. officials, Truman’s insistence on 

only using another bomb if absolutely necessary, and Craig an Radchenko’s assertion that the 

period between the use of the two bombs was insufficient for the Japanese to surrender all point 

towards the same conclusion. It is very likely that the decision to drop the atomic bomb on 

Nagasaki had two objectives. First, to break the Japanese will to continue the war, and second, to 

stop the Soviet Union from gaining too much influence in Asia, negatively affecting the balance-

of power in the post-war period in the view of the United States. 

                                                           
30 Craig and Radchenko, The Atomic Bomb, 86 


